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Florida's Oldest
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VOLUME 52

ROLLINS PLft! A
iNAKLR STAR
Once, again, the house at 50
Wimpole Street is open for public
inspection. It is a rambling structure, ornate, sombre, affording affording several good views, but full
of interminable passages. The
years have lessened its charm, and
now only the ghost of Elizabeth
Barrett's love lends it interest.
What describes the poetess' home,
equally describes the play.
"The Barretts
of Wimpole
Street" was never a first-rate play,
but it is a good display window for
an actress' talents. And if nothing
else, the production at the Annie
Russell shows off Madge Martin to
stunning advantage. The fragility,
the torment, the luminous understanding she gave to her Elizabeth,
again marks Miss Martin as an actress of no mean power. Though
she was cruelly upstaged at times,
her luster was not dimmed. She so
beautifully communicated the wonder of her first attempts to walk,
her love affair, and her final flight
from darkness, the audience felt
a personal triumph.
As the tyrannical father, Victor
Smedstad gave a powerful performance. Indeed, at times, too
powerful, bludgeoning rather than
incising. Edward Barrett was i
tortured obsessive man, so neai
the shadow of madness that any
thing but chill restraint results ir
a ten-twent'-thirt* villian. How
ever, the scene betraying Barrett's
unhealthy preoccupation with his
daughter was played with wonderful intensity, and showed Smedstad at his best.
As the overwhelming Mr. Browning, Gerald Honeker played with
style and sincerity. Looked mighty
dashing, too. But that "cawn'1
lawf this awfternoon" pronunciation didn't fool your old reviewer
If Mr. Browning came from Ken^
sington, it was surely South Kensington. Phyllis Starobin, as th(
faithful cockney maid, Wilson
gave a delicious and inventive per
formance. She is a warm actress,
never missing a trick, and it
a joy to watch her.
Another welcome performance
was the Bevan of Ranny Walker.
Although smacking of caricature,
he quickened the static pace and
was well rewarded with laughter.
Jean Cartwright was equally delightful as the maddening, puffbrained Bella, persuading one she
knew exactly how a Victorian coquette wove her spell. But then in
that respect, w o m e n haven't
changed much. Looking lovely as
the impetuous Henrietta, Ellie Bellen got off to a slow start, but rose
to an exciting and heart-breaking
crescendo in her final scenes of defiance and hysteria. Barbara Coith
defined Arabel, the wasted, spinterish sister, by a fine variety of
frightened, muted gestures and
glances, but she needed a more
powerful release of emotion to
make her final episode convincing.
Charles Dawson gave Surtees
Cook a rugged vigor and struck
me as being a very good actor.
Cameron McCardell a p p e a r e d
^affly^ Imt with authority, as the
^ S o r ! Frank Entwhistle* the ineffectual, stuttering Octavius, was
charmin.,' . laking the most of his
s«Tall rolo. There were lots oi other brothc.s who stumbled in and
o*t, planti' 4 noiseless kisses* on
dear Ba's forehead. With the exception of Mr.'' Barker, no one
I seemed to know how to sit down
ff'',^tail coats# Finally, the role of
fs flayed with rare under• by a dark spaniel named
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Holy Weeh Services
The Rollins Holy Week Services
began Monday, March 22, from 5:45
to 6:00 with Jack Sayers leading
Meditation and Prayers for the
War Lost. On Tuesday, Meditation
and Prayers for Wisdom and Faith
were led by Barbara Coith.
Jim
Wray was the leader for Meditation and Prayers for Peace and
Lcve for All the World. The
Maundy
Thursday
Communion
Service was held March 25 at 7:30
in the Francis Chapel.

Princeton Dance
Success Tho Citric

At the Good Friday Service in
Knowles Memorial Chapel, the sermon by Dean Darrah was "The
Power of Darkness." Music presented by the Choir was from
Bach's "Passion According to St,
Matthew." Carlyle Seymour and
William R. Shelton read the Scriptures.
ie Easter Sunrise Service was
held at 6:30 Sunday morning on the
shores of Lake Virginia. The address, "A New Birth," was by Dr.
William E. Fort, and the readers
.•ere Sidney Lanier, Madge Martin,
nd Kaye Haenichen.
The Easter Service at Knowles
ras highlighted by Dean Darrah's
sermon, "The First Day." The
special music by the Choir included
"Chorale from Cantata No. 4"
by Bach and "Gloria Patri" from
"Magnificat" by Palestrina. Alphonse Carlo was the violin soloist.
The invocation was asked by Andrew Tomasko, the responsive reading by Olga Llano, and the Testament lessons were read by Ben
Aycrigg and Nan Van Zile.

An all college dance was held in
the Student Center after the
Princeton concert Monday night.
From 10 until 12 o'clock Rollins'
students were hosts to the members of the crews of Dartmouth
and American International College as well as to the Glee Clubbers
from Princeton. The dance, originally scheduled to be given on the
Center patio, had to be moved indoors due to the unexpected cold
weather. At the far end of the
Center, Ingram Willox led the sixpiece band which provided the music for the many dancers. At the
other end, a buffet table made fruit
punch and ham sandwiches easily
accessible.
Although the dance had been advertised as being semi-formal, it

Chi O's Plan Big
^'Spring Fantasy"

Vocational Guidance Prominent W o r l d
Day - April Bth
Federalist To

Chi Omega sorority has announced completion of plans for its
"Spring Fantasy", formal dance to
be held at the Orlando Country
Club, Saturday night from 9 until
12. All Rollins students are invited
as well as Dartmouth and American International crew members.
Billy Arnold's orchestra will
play for the event. Tickets will be
given out at the door to couples
and stags for chances on the Chi O
surprise prize.
Decorations
chairman,
Willa
Michaels, has revealed that the ballroom will be decorated with flowers
and pastal colors, carrying out the
Spring Fantasy theme. G. B.
Wright is dance chairman. Jean
Cartwright and Ruth Schmidt head
the refreshments committee.
Sponsors have been selected from
men's groups on campus and will
include the following:
Sigma Nu, Buddy Lowe, J I Lister.
Delta Chi, Fred Tayl
Joe
Friedman.
Lambda Chi, Chuck Brakefield,
Cornelius Van Buren.
Kappa Alpha, John Grey, Buddy
Whitbold.
X Club, Dub Palmber, Otis
Mooney.
Alpha Chi Lambda, Jon Cooper.
Independent man, Jack Sayers,
Ken Brown.
All girls will be granted 12:45
permission by Dean Cleveland.

Motor Launch
Drivers Warned

By arrangement with the Winter
Park Police Dept. the following
rules will be enforced in regard to
launch drivers at future crew
races;
1. When crews appear on dock,
proceed at not more than five miles
hour to starting line beyond
-e^et, designed by Dick
jsually handsome, so finish and remain motionless.
If following race, stay well beappreciate Elizabeth's
' backward glance be- hind last crew.
3. At finish stop and remain mo'ft this prison forfever.
^ion fras nicely lit and tionless until crews return to dock.
• once there were no Then go back to start at not more
; to current fashion, and than five miles an hour. Stay away
(under what duress I from dock.
Last week's regatta was nearly
YQ^giagine) consented to wear
ruined by irresponsible drivers. If
DRE|;uitable to the period.
e rules are not obeyed this
to Wimpole Street,
dghts must have been week, no boats will be allowed to
e by the police at future regathink you will find it
(I to enter these dark por- tas.
U. T. Bradley,
tf Martin and company are
Crew Coach.
to see.

turned out in reverse. Few of thi
girls came formal while most of
the Princeton boys were forced by
the lack of time to appear in white
tie and tails, an innivation at Rollins. The predominant costume,
however, was a good suit for the
other boys and a variety of "
look" dresses for the girls. The
charming attire, soft lights, and
good music all helped transform
the Center into a subdued and joyous spot for an evening's fun.
After the co-eds were returned
safely to their respective houses,
the Glee Club said their good byes
in the form of a nocturnal serenade. The songs they chose were
in a different vein than those on
their earlier program but equally
enjoyable. The Princetonins will be
missed by all those who met th

Friday, April Oth, has been set
aside as Vocational Guidance Day.
Come to the Alumni House from' 9
t. m. to 5 p. m. and brouse at the
Mr. Lawrence Fuchs, a New
Simulating material gathered for
York University student taking a
your information and your
semester's leave of absence to do
The material will give you the in- field work for the United World
de dope on anything you want Federalists, will be in Winter Park
to know about your particular field
on March 28, 29, and April 4.
of Vocation. There will be some
Mr. Fuchs, who is a member of
to help you in answering the
many questions you might have. Al- the National Executive Council and
Chairman of the Student Dithis person will give you helpful | al
suggestions on how to get started vision of United World Federalists,
will speak at a luncheon meeting
your particular field.
Don't miss this sterling oppor- of the Winter Park Rotary Club on
tunity, an opportunity in taking a March 29. Also on this same day
big step forward; in getting your- he will be interviewed over station
self well acquainted with the finer WORZ at 6:30 p. m., and at 8;15
points of your particuular Voca- p. m, will speak before the Winter
Park chapter of United World Fedtional Interests.
eralists. All students are cordially
'invited to attend this meeting,
which is to be held at the Plorida
Power & Light Company's lounge.

Visit Campus

Radio Class ToPresent
Play Over WHOO
Students
The Rollins Advanced Radio class
will begin a new series of dramatic
programs this week over station
WHOO. The programs will be
broadcast each Thursday night
from 8:30-9:30. The plays are all
written by students of the radio
class.
The first presentation will be a
biographical drama of Robert E.
Lee, wTitten by Mrs. Mary Edna
Branch, a senior. It is based upon
.ding over 20 volumes dealing
with Lee, long consultations with
Edwin Mims and Nina Dean.
The play will be cast from members
of the advanced radio class and
other interested students. Jack
Belt will take the lead as Robert
Lee in the first program.
I Succeeding dramas will include
original scripts by Elinore Bellen,
Cy Lieberman, Marjorie Fowler,
Jinx Shekatoff, Betty Pottinger
and Mary Lou Sommers. The productions will be under the supervision of Prof. Whittaker.
Spring term saw the competion
of a highly successful series of radio forums broadcast from Dyer
Memorial. Prof. W. B. Whittaker
was in charge of the forums.
Included in the list of distinguished visitors this past year were
Senator Claude D. Pepper, James
Webb from St. Petersburg, Dr.
James F. Hosic from Columbus, and
Dr. Ehalel Totah of the Arab
American League as well as other
civic, political and religious leaders of the state.
Plans for another series of
forums for next year are already
under way.

wishing to confer with
Mr. Fuchs either individually or in
groups may do so by arrangement
through the Rollins Institute of
World Government, which has its
office located on the second floor of
Carnegie Hall.

Princeton Glee Cluh
Entertained After
Invading Campus
First Boston U., then Dartmouth
and A.I.C, and now Princeton!
Princeton University sent thirtyeight most delightful representatives in the form of the glee club
to the Rollins Campus on Monday,
the 29th, headed by Jay Rhoads, Jr.
of Philadelphia. In the afternoon.
President Holt had a garden party
at his home for the guests and the
Rollins students and faculty. Several lovely songs were rendered by
the Rollins choir under Mr. Honaas
and glee club directed by J. Merrill
Knapp (A Yale man himself!). The
glee club gave a concert at the
Winter Park high school auditorium at 8:15 preseded by a few introductory remarks and anecdotes
by Dr. Holt. The program included
selections by Bach, Beethoven, and
Handel, folks songs, Negro spirituals, and a few well known old
Nassau songs. Following the concert, a dance was given in the Student Center from 10 -12 to honor
the glee club and a fine time was
had by all. The glee club gave a
concert in Ponte Vedra Beach
(Continued on page 2)

Government Jobs
Open In The
Far East
The United States government
has recently announced two overseas jobs open to women who are
college graduates. The Foreign
Service of the State Department is
recruiting for women to take statistical and clerical jobs in American legations and embassies. The
clerical work calls for training in
shorthand and typing and the statistical work requires one year of
accounting, but neither job requires a foreign language. Anyone
chosen for the job must be a good
representative of America with intellegence and discression. The job
must be for a two year period and
is begun with a period of training
and indoctrination in Washington
(Continued on page 3)

GammaPhVsEntertain

MOE
The c e n ' r was in its usual think that you should have dancing
crowded state last Saturday mo
there in the evenings."
ing when this reporter strolled
"Yeah," Moe broke in, "you have
for an intejfview with Al Crowell of a nice leisurely atmosphere here
Everett, Mass., and Herman Mow- and no dancing in the center. The
att from Lfnn, Mass. The latter center just doesn't add up."
affection^ly called "Moe" by his
"What do you like most about
team mates is the captain of the Rollins?"
Boston University crew.
They
"Brownie", they both cried in
were both sitting there surrounded
by beautiful women and it seemed
"What do you like least?"
a shame to drag them away. We
"I guess it's your need for a gym
went outside and Chap McDonald
that bothers us the most. No kidwheeled out his Baby Brownie and
ding this setup is a dream. But
recorded the proceedings for poshow do you get along without a
terity. While they were posing I
By Beverly Burkhiart
gym?"
asked, "What did you expect to find
"We just do, I guess. Don't emThe Rollins College Panhellenic in Rollins?"
barrass me." I was thinking of
Workshop is being held this weekMoe answered, "We heard it was my miserable attempts in intraend, on Friday and Saturday, April
a
country
club,
and
well,
uh
.
.
.
.
mural basketball last term. "An2nd and 3rd for the twofold pur". . . . a nice place to spend your other question. What do you think
pose of bettering efficiency within
sororities and promoting greater youth." This was Al. "I guess we of 'Brad'?"
understanding and unity among expected it to be very exclusive but
"He's terrific."
sororities. Mutual problems are we're glad it isn't."
"Really a swell guy."
"Do you feel that President Holt
discussed and new ideas inter"What's your frank opinion of
changed. The Workshop is a plan could rightfully call us the Rollins
which is favored by the National family?"
"We like the way they dress."
Moe answered, "Definitely, that
Panhellenic Council, and has been
"And how"? added Moe, pointing
carried out with great success on just typifies your campus." Al over at Adeline sashaying across to
almost all the college campuses in nodded in agreement. "Everyone's Cloverleaf in a pair of short briefs
very friendly here including the or brief sfaorts. "We could never
the United States.
get tired of that."
The Workshop is, as its name im- faculty."
Thank you," I said. "Now to
"Is there anything you have
plies, a period of study and discussion which is primarily conduct- the next question. What do you grown tired of?"
"And how!" muttered Al. "Hear
ed by and for sorority officers. It think of the food?"
Terrific, marvel , ,super colos- that record? (It was St. Louis
is divided into seven headings so
sal, especially tho
second and Blues March).
We're growing
as to allow smallei
third helpings that
get. At Bos- weary of that and a couple of othgroups having more
For example all the presidents are ton you pay for every little morsel
s. When do they change them
in one group and so forth all down you eat.
ei-y month?"
"What's your opinion of the Centhe line. Each group has as its
I said that I didn't know, and
leader a visiting officer of one of t e r ? "
since I had no more questions to
"Damn good," said Al, "but we
(Continued on Page 4)
e Rollins' sororities.
In order to include every interested college woman in the Workshop, a General Assembly has been
planned, Saturday from 11:00 to
12:00 in the Annie Russell with
Mrs. Helen Carr, an outstanding
rity woman, as speaker. EveryAccording to public opinion polls voters generally like forthrightis cordially invited to come to conducted by Roper and Gallup, ness such as Mr. Stassen had disthis meeting and bring questions Harold E. Stassen of Minnesota played in his speeches and in his refor discussions.
may well be our next president. Af- cent book, it is likely that he will
le Panhellenic Council feels ter sixteen years the Republican pick up votes as he becomes better
that Rollins women can be party has at last come to the fore known. Truman and Dewey, on the
counted upon to give one or two and has a great opportunity to put other hand, have little to gain in
hours of their time in support of a Republican in the White House. the way of becoming better known.
this, our first large scale venture Therefore, it is of the utmost im- They now score 98 per cent and 91
portance that the right man be per cent respectively. Their probin several years.
The schedule of the Workshop is nominated. Today, the most ac- lem is one of converting voters who
curate and reliable public opinion
as follows:
already know who they are."
polls indicate that Stassen is the
Friday. April 2, 1948:
The first Gallup Opinion Poll
only leading Republ:
4:30 p. m. Group Discussions?
candidate ; featuring Stassen shows that he is
who
can
win.
1. Pres. & V. Pres., Mrs. Helen
600,000 votes ahead of Dewey, 10,Carr (Alpha Phi) Lakeside.
To prove the validity of these 000,000 ahead -of Taft and with the
2. Scholarship Chairmen, Mrs. publie opinion analists, let's go back exception of the "solid south," Stasto the 19'4i^ presidential campaign. sen today has more popular votes
John Peddy (Phi Mu) Fox Hall.
3. Pledge Trainers, Mrs. Staley Gallup's figures showed that 51.5% than Truman.
of the voters preferred Roosevelt
(Kappa) Pugsley Hall.
Furthermore, Gallup shows that
4. Rush Chairmen, Mrs. Fisher and 48.5% preferred Dewey. Rop- today with the 12,000,000 voters
er's figures also showed that Dewey who class themselves as Independ(Alpha Phi) Cross Hall.
5. Social & Activities, Mrs. Elea- would lose. According to him, ents—with no loyalty to any major
nor Neary (Chi Omega) Strong Roosevelt would receive 53.6% of political party, Stassen is the only
the votes and Dewey would get Republican who can beat Truman.
Hall. (Living Room).
Roper shows that today Stassen
Chairmen Secretaries and His- 46.4%. When the votes were actualtorians, Mrs. Ellis (Pi Beta Phi) ly cast, Roosevelt won 53.3% of could win more votes than Truman
them and Dewey 46.7%.
in the big cities, stronghold of the
Mayflower Hall.
Now for the picture today. Gallup Democrats. Dewey couldn't. Roper
7. Treasurers,
Mrs.
Dippell
(Gamma Phi) S t r o n g
Hall polls state that Dewey would lose further shows that from July to
to Truman by approximately 3,- December, 1947, Dewey lost 2,040,(Lodge).
7:00- 8:00 p. m: After dinner 000,000 votes on an estimated 60,- 000 voters while Stassen gained 2,coffee for visitors and old and new 000,000 cast. Taft would lose by 340,000.
members of Panhellenic Council. 12,000,000 votes. A Gallup Poll
Finally, from the latest Roper
conducted last November showed study, it can be indicated how StasSaturday, April 3, 1948
11:00-12:00 General Assembly that almost twice as many people sen, Truman, and Dewey stack up
knew
Taft,
Dewey,
and
Truman,
as
in electoral votes. A Roper Poll
for all college women. Mrs. Carr
11 speak. To be held in Annie knew Stassen. Therefore, Stassen's reveals that Dewey is ahead in
potential, his opportunity for areas having only 235 electoral
Russell.
growth, is far greater as the reser- votes, while Truman is ahead in
Both the officers of the year
voir of 24,000,000 voters who do areas hoving 296. Stassen is first
'47-48 and the year 48-49 are renot yet know him learn about Stes- in areas having 364 electoral vot«s,
quested to take active part in the
sen and his record.
while Truman leads in areas having
Workshop. Anyone holding several
offices may attend whichever group
On December 4,1947, Elmo Roper only 167.
she feels will be of most value to wrote in the New York Herald
Who will be our next president?
her.
Tribune, "Since the independent Will it be Harold E. Stassen?
The Gamma Phi pledges had
their party last Thursday night in
the Strong Hall Patio. They struck
an original note by having the
scene set as "dog-patch" of Al Capp
fame and all the pledges dressed as
"Daisy Mae's". Everyone had a
great time including the Boston
University boys agreeing that
"Necessarily Moe" was in order!

Panhellenic Workshop
To he Held This Week

Public Opinion Polls Say

Stassen Next President
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FASHIONS
ON
CAMPUS

Gently Down The Stream

And just two weeks ago this aft- opened up. Owls were the least of
(Thursday) I was doing the racket. Dozens of alligators
just that. Paddling gently down grunted all night long, groups of
the stream. I had been waiting frogs produced their shrill sounds
more and more impatiently for and a bird called the Limpkin wept
Spring had sprung long before
Office: Fairbanks Avenu
Do you know t h a t the editor of bursts forth with the statement spring vacation, and was more than and wailed. Its cry really can
Easter-time here on campus. Pas- the Sandspur receives seven and £ t h a t the "Dictionary is arranged in ready to leave school and Winter sound like human crying, and foy
'E^dltorial Board
tel cottons beg^an making their de- half pounds of mail a week? Well alphabetical order, and if the stuPark by the afternoon of March this reason it is sometimes called
Vv^ivT Sholley but about a month ago, in fact. And I do. At first I felt quite import- dent doesn't know the alphabet, he
18th. About 2:30 in the afternoon, the crying bird.
InK. narj, Colt
1, .ni» flriiNtvr cottons and springtime, a t Rollins, ant, prying all that ballast out of is slowed up immeasurably in a my canoe was in the water, loaded
So the hours passed easily, jvj^
IJt'verly Ott are synonomous terms. Almost.
my mailbox every three hours, but dazed hit or miss hunt to find his with the equipment and food t h a t phones, no radios, no street lights
Koii Rowswell
Burchers
They're
getting longer and I found t h a t it entailed some
Hill I
Sporl.. 1
l.rs
Tlill S4>li.-ifcr Mini
word." (We were forced to con- I needed for a three day stay out J u s t the river, the trees, a few
\iiu Knight
dl
longer
and
there's
a
preponderance
sponsibility, for, if I miss one or cede t h a t this might well be true, of touch with everything and every- birds, the bees in the tree close to
Proolr. rlel s Kiln
rKfnia C
Headlint j ; litoi
of ruffled petticoats peeking out two mails, it throws Sandy, the when Mr. Funk executed the coup
body. I said goodbye to my broth the shelter. Nothing
Exch iti^.
dltOT
worry
beneath the hems, intentionally or sorting clerks, and probably the de grace:) "Everywhere teachers
er, who had brought me out to the
about, to fret about, to have to do
otherwise. The one-shoulder va- entire Post Office Department off of freshman English testify t h a t
river, and then shoved off, while When I was hungry I ate, when I
Basine<(8 Stuff
riety isn't very much in evidence, schedule, because they don't know not one freshman in 100 entering
he turned and went back to th(
Bobbv Daniels^ Alison MeniiiK
Advertis n g Comm
Sa>ndie Reinsmitth but strapless ones are quite in what to do with mail that can't be the colleges and universities today I took a few strokes and looked up was tired I slept. Time was meas^
.- Andy Tooiaac'o fashion. P a t German blossoms out
ured only by the sunrise and the
squeezed into its destination. Then, KNOWS the alphabet." (We were to the sky — and yelled for my
sunset, and the moonset. The moon
Seminole print with a matchwhen I do collect my ill gotten thunderstruck. It couldn't be. Only brother to come back quick. Float
was nearing the full and the nights
Reporters
ing jacket, and Jackie Bullock's
gains, I don't know what to do with one and a half students out of t h a t ing calmly above me w a s a swal were quite clear and bright, but not
Phyllis Starobin, Mary beruffled number is exceptionally
•UilliPete Shollev Zoe Wesi
them either, so I have to read the whole influx of alert, sparkling low-tailed kite, a beautiful black bright enough to dim Venus in the
Frances Hill Be\ein Ott Nin ^
Zile Ditk S urbrun, Jim McMenemy, becoming.
Pat Meyer, Patty Ann
Beverly Burcham, \ irgmn. ChP
whole seven and a half pounds. Freshmen. Then we looked again, and white bird of the hawk family, West, just over the trees, nor Mars
Jtt, Betty Lou Browning,
Jackson, Jan Chambers, Betty Pc
And then, of course, there are This entails no small strain on your and have been speculating ever and rather rare. A good omen to
Anne Smith.
almost directly overhead. Livine
shirtwaists and shirtwaists. There editor, b u t sometimes t h e gleanings since as to where t h a t student and
s t a r t with.
was uncomplicated and tranquil.
always are, and they always look are well worth the effort. In hopes a fraction hide themselves.)
For the next hour I paddled eas
Member
There were little incidents. One
fresh and clean and just right for t h a t you will agree, we reprint
From the Board of Temperence ily with the current and came a t morning early I was roused by quite
classes. Have you noticed the num- some of them below. If the quality
Rssocioied GDllebiote Press
Clipsheet we hear t h a t a man in length to my camping place. Water a racket on the table where I kept
ber of blue ones this spring?
Diitributor of
of the work of our outside sources Los Angeles maddened by the con- hyacinths had choked up the pas- the food, I came too enough to see
With cottons and hot weather remains on the same stimulating stant repetition of the piece Bongo,
sage so I was forced to push my a grey squirrel hunting all through
Golleeiote Digest
comes the hairdo a la George Wash- level, you may well see this column Bongo, Bongo in a downtown bar,
way into land. During the next my supplies for something to eat
ington. This consists in t h a t one every week. Gad! What a future!
shot a woman when she refused to three days I spent a good deal of I watched him for a minute and
Burkhart, who used to, has let her
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
First we discovered a little hand- stop playing it. (In the Spur's time in the canoe opening up a then shooed him away. Once a
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many nape of the neck with a huge book by Funk and Wagnalls pro- opinion this amounts to justifiable channel through the hyacinths, by piliated woodpecker lit on the dead
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name barette or softened up with a rib- claiming the merits of their new homicide.)
picking them up and throwing them cypress close by the shack, and I
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, bon which sticks out from behind dictionary with Emphatype over all
And then there was the litth as far as I could. I t was lazy, use- got a fine view of him. They have
each ear. Very nice on the girli
wonderfully
attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
of the old fashioned kinds. We squib from the Stetson Reporter ful work, which required no a funny way of hiding behind a
whose ears aren't too big to hide
found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of
tree trunk and then peeking out to
the ribbon or who don't look likt would have passed this up without Customer with a hangover: Giv( thought, and t h a t was just what I
what is going on. Once I saw
the
Sandsfur.
needed.
skinned rabbits in the final analy- a second thought as something in- me something for the shakes.
Bartender: What do you w a n t ?
Indeed, it was about all t h a t I three different kinds of warblers
sis. Wait a minute — not t h a t curably stodgy, but w^e found on
nside of a minute. And there was
page
four
some
most
provocative
Sufferer:
Something
tall
and
did
do.
The
shelter
was
pretty
we've noticed any on campus who
statements. Firs.t Mr. Punk says cold and full of gin.
messy, and the grounds were lit- ilways t h e chance that that small
look like either. Yet.
t h a t "the secret key to this whole
Nearby drunk: Sir, you are tered by the rubbish t h a t previous alligator would be sunning himself
The two braid upsweep is still book is just the alphabet." (We speaking of the woman I love!
! the log across the stream.
campers
had casually
tossed
Here we sit in our Spanish style ivory tower.
popular. Zoe Weston wears hers were forced to smile a t that, for
A minor amusement that I had
Well, now you know how our around. I had no broom, of course,
The situation in the Ballians, or in Italy, or in Washington this way most of the time. Bev we knew it all the time). Next, he minds run, anyway.
was to drop different kinds of food
and not till too late did I realize
is met with less interest than an intramural volleyball match. Burkheart, woh used to, has let her
in the water and watch a swarm of
t
h
a
t
I
might
have
improvised
one
Questions of UMT are received with little more than a few hair down, and very nice it looks,
minnows gather instantly and swalwith a bunch of Spanish moss
half-hearted jibes aimed at the non-GI's.
too.
low the pieces in swift gulping
the shelter remained messy, but I darts. When I tired of this, I
"If there's another one, they won't get me." This state- A most becoming- addition to any
picked up old tin cans and liquor would go and work on widening the
ment, often repeated, is always good for a fifteen minute dis- wardrobe is a smooth, even sun tan,
bottles (mostly wine bottles, actual- channel through the hyacinths. Or
cussion of the relative merits of Tahiti, South America, or the whether it be lake front, tennis
ly) as I moved about, and tossed lie on the cot and watch the dozens
South Pole as possible refuges. It's fun to speculate on things court or golf links style. Of course,
them into a hole by the shack. By of brilliant dragonflies flashing in
like that, but we know no one is fooled. It won't be the states- we think Lee Bongart's just about
Saturday night I had the place the sunshine.
men we apathetically tolerate, condemn, or praise that are go- takes the cake.
p
r e t t y clean.
ing to fight the next one; it will be you again, of course.
We thought one of the sweetest
Mostly I just sat around, either
Saturday afternoon I went out to
New speed records, new methods of armament, new forces looking lassies on Easter Sunday
lying
on the cot in the shack, or the middle of the stream and took
of destruction are being developed daily in frantic haste, in was Rosemary Haven. She wore a
out on the river in the canoe, look- a bath and a swim and put on clean
ominous foreboding of the next, and of necessity, t h e last, white palm beach suit with a white
ing for birds. I kept the field clothes. Also I collected a pile of
s t r a w cloche having a big, big
great struggle on earth.
:lasses with me at all times, and wood for the next campers. I had
It doesn't matter what your political beliefs a r e ; they are green ribbon. Incidentally, on Easver the 3 and Vz days I either already cut away the growth along
ridiculously unimportant at this time. The question is not ter we saw nothing as spectacular
heard" or saw 29 different kinds the path to the canoe landing. That
as the model sporting pearl butone of politics but of attitude.
of birds. The single Kite t h a t I night I tried to see an alligator
ton
spats
in
New
York.
As
a
matLook around. Pretty, isn't it ? So beautiful, in fact that we
saw at the beginning of the trip with m y flashlight but he •was a
can almost be fooled into thinking that nothing outside can ter of fact, we were pleased to note
turned out to be one of three and I little too well concealed in the
t h a t no one took this day to dress
affect it. Almost, let's hope. Not quite completely.
Sweet Briar College, and will respent quite a bit of time watching water growth. That was also the
"fit to kill."
turn to Princeton April 4th. Thanks
them, graceful, easy, sliding along night a tick embedded itself in my
We're not up on men's fashions Princeton, for a most enjoyable
the breeze without a motion. An- back and I had to get it out with
as we should be. But it seems that
day.
other bird t h a t I saw occasionally, my knife. Tenacious insects.
fewer ties are being worn to dinner.
and heard from dawn till dusk, was
So by Sunday I was pretty well
It must be the weather.
This column this week will be de- the Piliated Woodpecker.
The rested and relaxed. Civihzation
And with t h a t profound deducMe love has gone.
Mi
voted entirely to social activities. woods were full of them, literally, has its points — no mosquitoes, for
tion we say adieu and roll this paper
Him did me dirt.
Question—What do you think of Rollii i Colleg-e? Answered by members
A shaft-poll was not conducted yammering away, and once in a instance — b u t a steady diet can be
out of t h e typewriter.
Me did not know
last
week
because
our
head
investiwhile one would swoop across the a bit too much of a good thing at
Boston University Crew.
Him was a flirt.
gator is suffering from sun-burn river, or land on some g r e a t dead times. Getting away from it all is
John Hill, Arlington, Mass.; " I t ' s a very nice place."
To those who love
and is now resting at the Home for cypress. They are twice t h e size a very useful thing to do. Away
Princeton Glee Club —
Let I forbid.
Defective Detectives at Goldenrod. of the woodpeckers around campus, from clocks and schedules and noise
(Continued from page 1)
Albert Barlow, Springfield, Mass.: "It's heaven."
! We have, however, had our scouts and have great red crests, so t h a t and neon lights. The simplicity
Lest they get dood
Easter, and from Rollins is proTom Spence, Freeport, New York: "I'd give a milAon bucks to transfer
looking around and some interest- they are most distinctive. Owls and permanence of Life become apLike I been did.
ceeding
to
the
Homestead,
Hot
here."
ing anecdotes have been revealed hooted occasionally during the day, parent when you take time and an
Springs, Virginia, a n d to the
You kissed and told,
as t h e result of their tireless and fairly frequently during the opportunity to stop and look at it
Ed Chapdelaine, Manchester, Conn.: "Friendliest atmosphere of any Princeton clubs in Baltimore and
But that's all right;
efforts.
night, but none particularly close The river and the sky make such a
school I have ever seen."
Washington. At the latter, they
The man you told
view more lucid than do streets and
We wish to remind Buddy Mc- to :
will join forces with the girls of
Called up last night.
Gene Pasiero, Ware, Mass.: "I wish I could come here."
Bride and Ann that it is against
Actually the days were quiet. I t telegraph wires. And I for one
the rules to be seen canoeing duris pretty hot out on the river and need t o pause and take such a
John Tirrell, Saugus, Mass.: "Swell campus. Beautiful buildings and
ing the wee hours. Since there was most birds stayed in the shade and glimpse every so often. It reasWOMEN, ahhhh."
a full moon and the fragrance of
But at night things really
orange blossoms was in the air,
they will not be reprimanded this
time.
The third party became neces- to present American policy of miliOur new Sandspur editor must
sary when the two old parties em- tary aid to the militaristic govern- have been out of town last week;
barked upon a bi-partisan program ment of Turkey, the royalist gov- Sam Burchers was seen in public
Thursday, April 1
ernment of Greece, and the dicta- with Sandy Riensmith. Last week
By MARGE COLT
As much as The Idiot prefers
in foreign relations and in many
torship of China.
she stood Sam up twice for Pedro.
-Concluding Lecture of the John Martin Series.
fields of domestic policy.
Maybe some people think Rollins clean Spanish cloisters to ivy-covMany Americans have already
If you want to know how many
00-7:30—Tryouts for The Cherry Orchard—Fred Stone Theatre.
The present foreign policy of the endorsed the third p a r t y program stars were out last week, whether is a vacation in itself, but we've ered walls, there are a few college
15—Tertullia—Casa Iberia.
United States is a coalition of Tru- calling for an end to the present
nights were cloudy or clear, just had it (one vacation, that is!), traditions he insists transcend
00—French Movie—French House.
man
- Vandenberg - Forestal - unilateral bi-partisan foreign policy whether the moon was full or and now it's time for realism once hell-week and freshman salutes.
1 5 ^ " T h e Barretts"—Annie Eussell Theatre.
Dulles - Marshall - Harriman, with and a return to the United Nations; three-quarters, or if the mosquitos more. Enough of frantic phone One in particular which, althoui
Friday, April 2
Hoover, Taft, Byrd, and Connally repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act;
bad, ask Maggie Fisher. If
calls and wires, of hasty retreats in relatively unknown among collegi
an't tell you it was because
hovering in the background.
construction of low-cost housing;
00—Rollins-Dartmouth Crew Races—Lake Maitland.
sple were told, action to curb inflation; t a x relief she was learning to speak Boston- Buick Convertibles and DC-4's, of students, is universal among col00—Tryouts for Cherry Orchard.
dead soldiers, of scorching sun- lege crews, is the WAGER. It dees
ian.
Listen
to
this,
Pete
Faye
was
partisan bloc was for the lew income brackets; and
30—Officers meeting preceding Pan Hei Workshop.
formed, that we needed the coali- positive action to guarantee civil dating steadyily last week, Wed- burns, of insignias, of books thrown not maife crew a corrupt sport
30-8:00—Pan Hei tea—Strong Hall.
nesday
night,
Thursday
night,
Frition so t h a t we would have con- rights to all citizens.
to the winds, and of excited antici- Rather, it creates an inti*iacy an
15—"The Barretts"—Annie Russell Theatre.
tinuity in our foreign policy. The
In the 24th Congressional Dis- day night, and Saturday night, and pation. I t was a painful Monday friendliness among unacquainte
15—Junior recital in Women's Club—Mary Francis Hill assisted by
argument sounded good. But from trict of New York, home bailiwick Nan Morgan was wearing a beaumorning — it really was — t h a t crews t h a t is valued highly by crew
Joe Peeples.
a practical standpoint, the coalition of Democrat Ed Flynn, Leo Isaac- tiful orchid Easter. Did Pete give
n clock going off — I certainly men.
destroyed the two-party system, son, the Wallace-backed candidate, it to her
Saturday, April 3
? Janet Patton's
't going to turn it off — an
and left the American people with von a decisive majority in a recent car broke down last week. Result.
Each man on a crew bets his
10-00-12:00—Pan Hei Workshop.
atmosphere
of complete disorganino choice in foreign policy.
pecial congressional election. 484, Smathers has a date with Jean
crew will win the race. Each man
2:00—Rollins A.I.C. crew r a c e s - L a k e Maitland.
If the American people do not 000 Californians signed petitions to Bacchus.
zation — the familiar trek to the
on the losing crew gives
-"The Barretts"—Annie Russell Theatre.
like the Truman Doctrine, they put Wallace on the ballot in NoThere's one thing we can't figure Beanery — eager "Did you have a
-Chi O Dance—Orlando Country Club.
shirt to the corresponding
can not effect a change by electing
mber. 300,000 people in
out. The last two issues of the
the
winning crew.
Republicans.
The
Republicans,
too,
ted
for
one
third
party
candidate
?", and "Yes, a simply
Scoop were supposed to contain
Sunday, April 4
support the Truman Doctrine.
in the Cook Cunty judgeship elec- some interesting bits of informa- marve
and you ? " What a and with some sincerity
9:45—Morning meditation—Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The latest action of the Repub- tions.
tion about certain parties. But, by
flaunt the
silly question! Naturally, most
bphics
lican-Democrat alliance is t h e U.S. A full Wallace ticket was filed in the time it hit the press it had been
Monday, April 5
they beat another ere-tl"
withdrawal from its stand on par- New Jersey before the March 10th cut out. The funny thing is t h a t people know how to make the most
process
is repeated
8:00—Student Council Meeting.
titioning Palestine. Both old par- deadline. Third party forces in both times it was about the same of four days!
At
first
The
Idiot
th]
ties have supported the withdrawal. Pennsylvania and Maryland expect person, namely, Judy Baker. Also,
Little Blue Cards giving the ofought
Tuesday, April 6
If the third party did not exist, the little trouble in filing in those there was an interesting bit on fice just one more headache, and
an on campus with a
voters would have no opportunity states. Prospects are considered Sandy Reinsmith t h a t was missing.
7:00—Students for Wallace Meeting—Dyer Memorial.
wiping the dust off the seats in the was a crew winner.
to express their disapproval. Many good in Oklahoma, Michigan, Ala- We suspect foul play. Oh yes.
7:30—All College Movie—Annie Russell Theatre.
library. Don't let t h e spring term told him t h a t "while he
several states, will be cheated of bama, and West Virginia, and ef- Sniffy Daniels finally succeeded;
Wednesday, April 7
lucky one was Sonny Little, get the best of you. After all, what of the Independent'
the opportunity because the elec- forts are being made in Florida and
t h a t sweet little thing from Ten- surroundings could be more con- editor pointed out the difl erence l"
tion laws make it very difficult for Georgia.
4:30—Phi Beta Shower—Alumni House,
It is hoped t h a t certain ducive to study? When you're sitSchool'
third party to secure a place on
The potential Wallace vote has
8:15—Carlo Faculty Recital—(Collection for the benefit of the Contween crew shirts
nd Pre'
servatory Library.
the ballot.
risen from the 7% of last fall to parties in Jackson, Tenn., do not ting in class about 3:30, don't let shirts — the OAR
get
the
Sandspur. Exclusive —
Was n
The third party is the only me- 11.5% in the last month. More and
was enlightened.
the
sound
of
Every's
boat
upset
Thursday, April 8
He knO«
dium through which t h e American more people are realizing t h a t the Otis Mooney is heading the Shaftyou. It's a question of mind over Idiot. He hopes you arej
poll, still.
7:15—Tertullia—Casa Iberia.
people can express their opposition third party is the peace party.
Boston University
matter right now!
Winter Park, Flor
Subscripti(
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TAR SHELL NOSES OUT B.U. IN PHOTO FINISH
RollinsTeam Splits

Ga. And Ala.

Fraternities Tune

COEDS IN SPORTS

Openers W i t h

Up Bats For

During the past two weeks both
the girls intramural golf and the
tennis matches have been underway, but they still lack a few
matches for completion. In the top
bracket of the championship golf
flight Alice O'Neal has gained her
way into the finals by eliminating
Clara Mosack 5 to 4 in the semifinals. She will meet the winner
of the Shaffer vs. Baker match
sometime this week. The tennis is
still lagging behind schedule, for
only three of the singles players
have reached the semi-finals. Shirley Fry gained the semi-finals by
defeating Norma Depperman, and
now she meets Doris Jensen, who
ted Penny Drinkwater. After
beating Marnee Norris, Nancy Mor1 reached the semi-finals, while
Jean Clarke and Harriet Kirby
meet in the quarter-finals. In the
doubles play the two combinations
of Fry-Freeman and Clarke-Brown,
in opposite brackets, are the only
semi-finalists .

Boston Loses In
?«WiM|t»*»-^^gM«i#li—M iiiiaiiiniii»i'iiiwmii«»ii Mri>W^W

D lamond Tilts

matches is a play day scheduled
with Webber College on April
tenth. This will include competiMcBryde, Covello, Arnold, Stay
tion between the Webber and the
in Tar Attack. Miami Here
By BILL GORDON
Rollins girls in swimming, archery,
Tomorrow
Second round play of intramural
ping-pong, tennis, and volleyball.
Since there are few girls' tennis volleyball started last week. VolThe Rollins baseball team, lackteams in this section, it is doubtful leyballers found themselves playon a new, slightly oversized
whether there will be much match
ing only experience and left-handplay for the girls' tennis team. I t coutr in the gym. The switch of
ed batters, has every possibility of
courts
may trim down a few stout
is
still
hopeful
that
a
match
at
becoming one of the best teams in
stlines, sinec the gym isn't the
Miami and Winter Park can be arthe South. Jim Cavello, Clyde
ranged with the University of coolest place to play in during thii
Stephens, John Gray, and "Lefty"
Miami girls' tennis team. Rollins time of the year.
Saurbrun chucking a sphere to
will be well represented in Europe
The Lambda Chi's win over th(
Buddy McBryde are a menace to
and England this spring and early KA's brought the league to a two
the batting average of many assummer, however, for Shirley Fry way tie between Lambda Chi and
piring sluggers. N e w c o m e r s
By Ed Copeland
is sailing on May seventh to play X-Club. Henry Moody, Dud Dur"Jupe" Arnold and Kenny Horton,
in three of the foreign tourna gin, and Don Elliot were the sparks Assisted by Bernarr MacFadden
still a little rough around the
In
this
first picture, you see Mr.
ments. First, she will play at that set Lambda Chi afire in a hot;s, are developing into a fast
Paris in the French National Ch;
ly contested third game of the set. MacFadden leaving the ground in
moving, efficient team around the
pionships, next in Brussels, and Don Hansen and Dave McKeithean the snapoff, or primary spring.
second sack. Paul Klinefelter is
lastly in the English Champion- were two KA's who made it a strug- Note that Mr. MacFadden uses the
one of the best first sackers to be
ships and Wightman Cup matches gle all the way. By leading his team Eastern scissor kick. Of course, the
seen in these parts, and "Duck'
at Wimbleton. Good luck to you to two victories, Art "get your Western roll is more impressive,
Talton is a smooth infielder as well
Shirley, we will be pulling for you. Laundry ready" Swacker kept h but as Mr. MacFadden is naturally
I biggun at the plate. Howard
X-Clubers out in front. The Sigma retiring, he wouldn't demonstiate
On April third, Shirley Fry and
Cox has sure been covering the
Nu Six dropped a few more games. this one for us. You will observe
Practice for the volleyball intra- Nancy Morrison will be playing an
wide open spaces, and some of his
Our
Independents,
sometimes that the back is kept rigid and at
murals
has
begun,
for
volleyball
exhibition
tennis
match
at
the
tencatches are nothing short of specknown as the South American and a perfect perpendicular to the net
club in Lake Wales. After the
^ tacular. We have a lot of Individ competition will begin on April
European flashes, held their own in throughout the jump. Thi&, is the
singles there will be a mix-doubles
mark of the accomplished nettee
[ ual talent that must work as i twelth.
the won and lost columns.
Girls varsity sports or intercol- match with Shirley Fry and HerOne of the first fundamentals the
j team, with lots of spirit. It's Joe
It has been announced that soft- aspiring young net jumpei must ;
I Justice's job to do this molding, legiate competition has so far not aan Peterson, former tennis coach
[ and if the signs so far are any in- materialized for this term. The t Rollins, playing Nancy Morrison ball will officially start April 5th. constantly observe is: keep >oure>e
Many fraternities have been hold- on the net. (This would seem to be
i dication, he knows what he's doing. only resemblence of intercollegiate and Fred Perry.
ing regular workouts. The teams rather obvious, but you would be
I After splitting with Rollins, Alaseem to have plenty of spirit, which surprised how many ignoi e f
Week March 28-April 3, At Home
bama went to wallop Florida. With
leads to tough competition. The principle, and how starling ai L
a coach reminding me quite a bit
April 2 GOLF
Rollins
big four will be Lambda Chi, Sigma results of this neglect.)
Duke
.,1:30
of "Lippy Leo", Georgia returned
CREW
Rollins
. Dartmouth
-4:15 Nu, X-Club, and KA. The Indehome with quite a respect for RolYou will also note that IMr MacBASEBALL Rollins
-3:45 pendents lost their championship
lins. Miami is next on the list and
April 3 GOLF
Rollins i. Florida State„.
team to the Lambda Chi's, which Fadden has cannily concealed his
[ that's where we're pointing our
gives Lambda Chi a good chance triumphant face behind his light
CREW
Rollins . A I C
guns.
to cop the cup. It looks like tough forearm. This is not only the esBASEBALL Rollins
Miami
competition all the way round. We sence of true sportsmanship, but
Rollins
. Stetson
Our batting averages i
1 fol- April 6 TENNIS
may see larger crowds attending, also shows that Mr, MacFadden has
lows:
which helps make the spirit run had some experience with moody,
sign
up
for
a
one
year
period
and
Government Jobs —
unpredictable opponents. Also note
higher.
Batting Averages
would get a salary of $2710 for the
that the raquet is held dead center,
(Continued from page 1)
Ab R H RBI Avg.
year. Living expenses are low,
so that it can be wielded like a
' Saurbrun, p
meals run about $1.00 to $1-50 a Mr. Paul Postell, Special Services quarterstaff, should the opponent
before the assigment over-seas.
McBryde, c
The Library Branch of the Army day and rooms in Army billets are Offices, Library Branch, Pentagon resent the intrusion into his terri' Natolis, If
tory.
is looking for young women to about $10.00 a month. Applicants Building, Washington 26, D. C.
Hancock, rf
manage the libraries for the oc- must pass a physical examination
The second photo demonstrates
Horton, 2b
cupation forces in the Pacific Area. and go through a six weeks proone of the most gracefuul phases
Arnold, ss
At present there are no openings cessing period. This job is of
of net navigation. One gets the il1 Klinefelter,
Japan, but there is a great need special interest to anyone who
lusion of "sitting on air' if it is
! lb
for libraries in Korea. Training likes adventure and travel. Many
executed properly. Note that Mr
WINTER PARK • PHONE '*S0
• Gray, p
librarian is not required since opportunities for study and travel
6 2 1 0 .166
MacFadden is keeping his eves
Prices — Matinee 44c
i Talton, 3b
there is a need for women to man- in the Orient open after a person is
right on the net. This is what
Evening
50c
—
tax
inc.
age the smaller branches under
: Cox, cf
might be termed the crucial stage,
there. Again they are looking for
Continuous from 2:00 P. M.
the supervision of a trained liCovello, p
in which the success or humiliating
women who represent the finest of
brarian. The libraries are used as
Lowe, l b
failure of the venture is determined
American women. Information on
Rodenbaugh,
recreation center, for children's
Some jumpers have been over FTt
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
the subject may be obtained from
2b
0
0
story hours, and by the Korean
confident of the power of then
Dean Cleveland or by writing to
Stevens, p
teachers and professional people as
0
0
snapoff and have been known to
well as by the occupation troops.
fall back on their own side of the
Avg. 128 23 30 15 .238 Anyone interested in the Job must
net, or,worse still, have found themleanne Crain — Dan Dailey
selves astraddle the net. This is a
very poor display of technique
"YOU WERE MEANT
Perhaps you are wondei mg if
Don't miss this!!
FOR ME"
Jack and Gene say —
Mr. MacFadden has forgotten about
BOAT FOR SALE.
his left foot. His big toe does ap"Meet Me At The Tepee"
pear to be entwined in the meshes
Sunday and Monday
Century, mahogany —
of the net, but we feel sure that he
Excellent condition.
can pull out all right.
FEATURING
Cost $350 one year ago
In the third and final photo Mi
Selling price $26.i
JIMMIE THOMAS
MacFadden has surmounted the
worst of the problem, .
AT THE PIANO
Call 391-M
3 DARING DAUGHTERS' starting to think about
lightwith
ing procedure. So far, Mr. MacJose Iturbi — Jane Powell
Fadden has been flawless as to
form and technique, but now we see
that even the best of us are prone
to make errors. Note that his right
947 Orange Ave.
flank is completely vulnerable to
Tuesday and Wednesday
211 East Welbourne Ave.
an adroit forehand. A well-placed
WINTER PARK
^IIIST SHOWIXG
tennis ball has been known to fold
PHONE 231R
Gifts
leaping player over the net like
For All Occasions
deflated inner tube, so have

O n How To Jump A Tennis

By Sam Burchers
Five hundred spectators (or
thereabouts) witnessed, last Saturday afternoon at Lake Maitland,
one of the most spectacular finishes
of any regatta in the history of
crew at Rollins. In the Varsity
race, the third and feature event of
the three race regatta started at
3:30 p. m., Boston took the lead at
the start. At the half way mark
the tars pulled abreast of the
smooth-rowing Yankees and gained
a half-length at the three-quarter
mark. Boston upped the stroke and
began their* sprint for the finish
line. As Rollins tried to check
their advance, the No. 6, man in the
Tar shell caught a magnificent
crab, losing his oar entirely. Boston continued their drive, moving
smoothly to overcome the Tar lead.
Foots Brumley, the Number 6 man,
regained his oar and Rollins took
five powerful strokes to the finish
Ime It was practically a dead
heat The spectators were inclined
to believe that Boston had copped
the race; they certainly looked the
more polished crew coming down
that home stretch. The two judges,
the Boston manager and a crew en" thusiast from Winter Park agreed
- I upon their decision that Rollins had
won bv three feet. Time 4:58.
Boston won their races handily
agam^^t Orlando High and the Rollins Jayvees. The Tar Jayvees
held their own to the half way
mark, but from there on in it was
1 Yankee Race.
It is certainly worth noting that
the thirty-odd Boston University
bovs who stayed With us the past
week, were everything in the way
of athletic guests that collegiate
sports could possible hope for. They
are to be commended for the excellent sportsman-like manner with
which they conducted themselves.
It i=! unfortunate that something
more than the climate wasn't prepared to make their stay more enjojable. A little affair such as
was arranged for the Princeton
Glee Club might just fill the bill
their next visit to Rollins.
The Dartmouth and American International College crews will be
our guests this week in preparation for the races Friday and Saturday Let's do all we can to make
their stay an enjoyable one.

CLASSIFIED

lEPEE CLUB

Swimmingly SEE-worthy

VIVIAN ROMANCE
ch Dialogue with comi

IVEY'S
EYE - CATCHING
Bathing Trunks and

CATALINA

Leisure Shorts

SUITS

Jantzen — Robert Bruce — Skipper

Catalina designed it for you
. . . a wonderful, swimmable
suit in woven acetate sharkskin lastex. 2-piece style with

$2.95 up

R. C.BAKER
202 PARK .AVENUE

$13.00
it in satin

stripe

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park
.agt ,

$18.00

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
Ivey's Sportswear

YOWELL
DREW

' Department
Second Floor of Fashion
The Fashion and Quality Store Since 1894

All students interested in becoming staff members of the Sandspur
Sports Department please meet in
Cai negie I at 1:00 o'clock Friday,
\piil 2. Meeting will be short.
Ken Rowswell.

FAVOR TAXI
Next to Colony Theatre

Handicraft Studio
Lovely Bernates and
Minerva Yarns
Argyle Packs — Needles
Books & Instructions

A Particular Place for Particular People

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

Note that Mr. MacFadden's big
toe on his right foot is drawn back
slightly in anticipation of impact.
This might appear to be a minor
point, but even a little thing like
a downturned toe can cause divergence from the approved technique.
One last word. Don't forget that
only the winner of the match is allowed to jump the net. It is the
loser's perogative to stand back
and watch the winner try to surmount that which is so often insurmountable.
Did You Know—
That Buddy MacBryde has never
gone hitless while playing for
Rollins ?

Senior Class Gift
We understand that the Senior
ass is thinking of giving canoes
to the lakefront for their senior
project. It is about time (we think)
that the Senior Class should give
ething to the students. Something they can use rather than look
at. All you seniors, we think the
idea is great and we hope that the
le project goes through.

FreaU Finish

CALL 107
Scenic Trip Specialty
"Anywhere in the State"
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PROFILES

PETIT
Three o'clock in t h e morning
finds one solitary light burning in
Strong Hall, and a hunched figure
bent over cryptic figures on sheets
of paper. On t h e door is a sign,
"Do not disturb. Words a t work."
Who else is so mad to be up a t such
an hour but Mary Malta Peters,
and the cryptic symbols are words
of poetry or words to t h a t affect.
The sign means what it says, as her
friends have discovered, for which
t h a t soulful look comes over t h e
face of *Pete*, everbody beware. Inspiration is dawning.
But don't be mislead into believing t h a t 'Pete' is only a dreamy
poetess. She knows the facts of life
and how to use them. F o r three
years she served in the WACS as a
first lieutenent. When she came
back to college she immediately put
her executive talents to good use
as secretary of Chi Omega, and
since then as an advisor to anyone
who needs a good shoulder to weep
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and Jack McDowell turned up with
one of his offers. In the brief time
he has been with us he has made
quite a name for himself. Be i t
good or bad his record speaks for
itself; a king pin around t h e K. A.
house, charter member of t h e W.
C. T. U., varsity football, originator
of the scorched earth policy a t Rollins, big man on campus (in more
ways than one), smooth undercover
man, more lines than the Bell Telephone Co., easy to g e t along with
drunk or sober^ known for his hilarious wit, a cast iron constitution,
and best of all there will never be
another like him.

A New Look
At The Old Look

ies Pete is a bug for testing. She
tests, your personality, your intelligence rating, and even devised a
test recently to test your memory
retention.
Pete is tall and lanky, perhaps
because she^s another of those longlegged Texans. Although she's now
living in Tampa her heart is still
further west as is evidenced by her
return to school there this past
summer.
The following two lines written
"Doc" so called because he is an
by Pete are probably t h e key to operator, is now a full grown man,
the future Edna St. Vincent Millay. he tips the scales at 190 pounds, is
"My mother taught me to be strong six-one, and measures 45 around
My father smiled a t me . . . . " the chest, hips, calves, and ankles.
Freud could probably explain his
mad passion for: r a w oysters,
catchup, redeye, blondes, and redheads, but it is best t h a t they go
unexplained.

Fashion's of '38 — slim hips
broad shoulders. and unaccented
bust.
-broad hips,
Fashion's of
and accented
narrow shoulders, and
bust.
The Question: What in the name
of little green peas has made thi
fashions of the fairer sex change
so drastically in the last ten years.
The Answer: (as if you could answer such a question) Here I am
wandering by the Sandspur office
in a casual stride a t four in t h e
afternoon. I t was a mistake to inquire into t h e nature of the moans
and groans t h a t jetted from inside.
The weekly Spur was almost ready
for the press. The only holdback
was a blank space which this article now replaces. Something had
to be done. Write something, write
anything, they said. So here I am
giving my authoritative opinion on
why women wear what they do. If
the ladies want to emphasize different parts of their anatomy with
this new look thing—well, after all,
i the ladies anatomy. My only j
consolation or interest in the entire
matter is t h e satisfying and relieving fact that I remain anonymously yours,—for better curves..]

Boston Boys —
(Continued from page 1)
ask I started to pack up my pencil
and paper and take off.
"Just one minute," said Al. " W e
have a question."
"Yeah, an ever present question.
When do you people s t u d y ? "
"You've got me, brother," I said.
"Let's go have a cup of coffee."

FROM OUR CAMPUS KEYHOLERS

Billie Moore's, Carl Coffee of Dav- his usual free days in Winter time was reported by Junk and ship "Mayflower" for all points of
Haven preparing for t h a t great day Janet O t t in Daytona, and Willa, the compass; Several girls made
idson, N. C.
Alpha Omega chapter of Phi Mu . . . . poor boy. "Big" Brakefield Ginger, N a n Van, and Jean C. in "flying t r i p s " home or to visit
In 1922 prohibition w a s still a
went
to St. Pete, and as usual, J a xwhile Ibbie and Bev Ott had friends, Mary Lon Sommer went
takes pleasure in announcing t h e
comparatively new thing. Whiskey
initiation of Nancy Burgess, Bev- came back to the Lambda Chi house just as much fun in Ponta Vedra. home to Peoria, Illinois, Cynthia
The nights Pete isn't u p writing cost a dollar a shot in most speakwith
some
of the longest tales that Rhoda and pete journeyed to Tam- Little flew to Jackson, Tenn.,
erly Cotter, Barbara
Dickson,
*pure sensuous imagery' for Dr. easies. Even so April third called
Joanne Endriss, Gretchen Herpel, any person could Imagine. J i m pa. Lippy and Jean S. went to Sara- Margy Mountcastle went to join
Starr, she usually h a s five or six for a celebration in t h e Custer
McMenemy,
t h e man with t h e in- sota, Ruth and Mark to Hollywood her parents for a short visit in:
Riolama Shaw, Lois Ann Stevens,
gals in her room in a big bull ses- household. A baby boy had been
Norma Jean Thaggard, and Eliza- feriority complex, just couldn't (Florida brand), Ellie H, to F t . Ohio, Alison Hennig went to New
sion t h a t lasts until everybody but born. History had been made, anface
t
h
e
outside
world, so he just Meyers, and Sheila to Miami. Jean Orleans, and Rosemary Haven
beth White on March 24.
Pete is fast asleep. Her hearty other laststander w a s alive and
After the initiation t h e alumnae ate and slept all vacation, along V. and G. B. stayed in Winter Park took a short trip to Cuba with her
gusts of laughter usually prompt kicking. The early life of nature's
with
H.
B.,
George,
Van, Charlie, and P a t F . in Orlando, and last but fiance Capt. Otto Kirkpatrick, acchapter gave a buffet supper a t
the housemother to pad down t h e little misfit is in somewhat of a
not least, were Schneider and companied by an Orlan(5o couple.
Along with carrying matches and Fox Hall for actives and new Foots, and Kenney.
hall and tell the assemblage in po- shrouded mystery. With the aid of
Best wishes go to the newly elect- Chambers, who kept ye ole home
lite but firm words to 'shut up'. of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, calling t h e actives "miss," our initiates.
Mr. and Mrs. Harder were here ed officers of Lambda Chi. They place. Strong Hall, mighty gay. By Most of the other Pi Phi's spent
Pete h a s a wonderful sense of we do know t h a t in second grade pledges found time to throw a
the way, all t h e Chi O's—even the long-weekend a t the beaches.
humor t h a t seems to bloom during "Sunshine" gave up smoking be- super Daisy Mae Party in the patio, for a few days visit with daugh- are a s follows: President, Melvin
Blockinger; Vice President, Bob Dixie, who invaded t h e frozen Those a t Daytona were Pat Warthe wee hours. At times she comes cause it interferred with his drink- which was appropriately decorated ter, Joanne.
northlands of New Jersey have sun ren, Margie Sommer, Laura King
with
a
clothes
line
of
blue
jeans,
Harland;
Secretary,
Dud
Durgin;
forth with a devastating remark ing.
plaid shirts, and a few other •—
From the looks of things t h e
and Page Colcord, the latter visit, J e r r y Murphy; Rush b u r n s !
t h a t cuts you dead. I think she's
By the time Bill learned to walk ahem — incidentals! The serving KA's enjoyed their spring vacation.
The Chi Omegas a r e happy to ing Mrs. Laura McQuire and were
,
J
i
m
McMenemy;
Social
about the only one on campus that
he was a sophomore in high school table was graced by two excellent Tony Ransdell enjoyed his so much Chairman, "Buzzy" Rodenbough; announce the pledging of Martha accompanied by Bill McQuire and
has ever gotten the best of Sid
(Miss I*rims' School for perverted Hammus
alabamuses, and, of that he hasn't come back yet.
Pledge Trainer, George Franklin. Helen King, on Thursday, March H a r r y Baldwin. Also in Daytona
Lanier in a verbal duel.
pupils) and had made a start on his course, the telephone booth sported
Sorry to announce that Joe Mas25.
visiting was Ellie Cain who was a
Although she's poetry editor of gridiron fame — ten scrap books the inevitable crescent moon with t e r and Nan aren't keeping steady
guest a t t h e home of Gordon
Kappa Alpha Theta's contributhe Flamingo this year, Pete's lit- to be exact. The opposite sex was its unfortunate double connotation! company any more. Ed Copeland
The Florida Gamma Chapter of Marks. Going to Miami to visit
tion
to
polite
(
?
)
society
this
week
erary attempts a r e not all in that duely impressed to say t h e least.
has
returned
Barbara's
portable
Pi
Beta
Phi
takes
pleasure
in
a
n
Bette
Dunn for the vacation were
Spring holidays brought new
was the arrival of Anne le Due who
line. A t the moment she's writing After seven and a half years he
nouncing t h e initiation of twelve Cornelia Hall, Barbara Rawlings,
dio, what this means we don't
announced her presence a t a perthe great American novel, several graduated and pushed on to the faces and familiar faces back to the
low. Pete recently won Sandy fectly ridiculous hour by the cheery new members into t h e sorority, and Van Lewis MacDaniel. JeanM
GPB
house.
Last
week
Grace
short stories and maybe even a University of Chattanoga. While
from Sam i n a hard fought ping greeting, "The sun's up — a r e Sunday afternoon at t h e Knowles Clarke was t h e guest of Betty Bit^
play or two for all anyone knows. there he filled his sixty-fourth Dodge, a Gamma Phi from NorthMemorial Chapel, followed by a zer a t h e r home in Tampa for th^
pong match. Chap McDonald is Y O U ? " into unreceptive ears.
scrap book. His higher education western visited us, and now we
Pete is a very prolific person.
banquet for all t h e actives a t four days. Bickley Hillyard visited
have Bambi Cranmore honoring us still looking for a date. Dave Mcwas
interrupted
by
the
war.
We have heard reports t h a t the Harper's Restaurant.
But down deep in her soulful soul
Keithan has announced to all eliigiwith her hilarious presence.
friends in Daytona.
meeting between
Angela and
Pete is just another woman who
During the war Bill served as
ble girls that he will be available
Those who received t h e "golden
Cynthia Heideman, who went to
Brownie was quite a memorable ocPris Likely is in t h e infirmary, this term.
loves a vine covered cottage for the Navy's gift to the Waves. To
arrow"
signifying
membership
in
her home in Michigan to undergo
casion, since the former washed her
two. She's been wearing a Pi Kap- say nothing of the other numbers but we hope by the time the Sandm Thomas has just heard from "hair" of the matter, but from all the sorority were as follows: an eye operation which might hm
pa Alpha pin for the last few weeks in his numerous black books. Even spur hits the press, she will be back
Hollywood, but no one knows what appearances t h e two a r e now on Carolyn Alfred, Anita Donners- necessitated her withdrawal from
and it really looks like a lasting though Dimples, he has two big again.
he has heard.
friendly terms. At any rate, all burger, Cornelia Hall, Rosemary Rollins for the spring term, returnthing.
i you know, was only an apprenCorrin Hall was vacated last
the Thetas will miss Anne, and t h e Haven, Alison Hennig, P a t t y Ann ed Sunday night after a consultaBut I'll refer you to Harold for tice seaman when he went to in, he week-end for all points of Florida.
Things have been pretty quiet house will seem rather quiet un- Jackson, Nancy MacGruder, Van tion with her doctor who J
further information. Pete just isn't worked his way up to admiral and Marion Miller visited in Sarasota
! t h e Sigma Nu Front this past less Alice the mouse comes out Lewis MacDaniel, Margy Mount- postponement until her physicil
saying. Her blase air is just a little then back down to Lt. junior grade. and Harriet Feinberjg in J a x . Paula week. The main event of the week
again—perhaps she, too, was over- castle, June Nelson, Barbara Rawl- condition w a s improved. She va
too nonchalant to believe however.
After the w a r Bill craved a and Jinx both their parents and was the return of Brother Ed
welcomed back by her friends, ani
awed by the Presence.
I ings, and Jolie Wheeler.
More students on this campus change of scenery, so he left Chat- fiances, Charles Schaefer of t h e "Golden Boy" Swindle to the Sigma
During t h e spring vacation, the Iwill continue her studies here until
Speaking of Alice, Allentown,
ought to pay attention to Pete's kid- tanoga and headed south for Rol- Univ. of Pennsylvania and Sher- Nu fold. Naturally, Ed brought
Pi Phi's truly deserted the good she regains better health.
man
Katz,
respectively.
On
t
h
e
Pa., sent two fine, upstanding repThere were several other
ding technique with her profs. She
his trusty Packard Clipper back
resentatives down this week-end; j
usually comes off with A's in her reasons for the change; t h e gang more serious side P a t Meyer did
ith him plus that ever present eye Paul seemed quite enthusiastic
courses. Course t h a t may be be- wars were too much for him, t h e some research work on Okeechobee for slick chicks.
about the Pelican, and Alice seems
cause she has the rating of a genius police were hot on his trail for for Dr. Hanna's course. (PLUG.)
Brother Andrew C. Tomasko has
|
but you never know. I t ' s worth a throwing eggs a t cars, the women
Comin's and goin's at the Kappa just announced t h a t if nominated, quite enthusiastic.
2 beginning to compare notes, house have made it the Grand CenAnd thus the door of t h e little'
t r y . Besides her other idiocyncrashe will run for president. Parker
green
house
closes
till
next
week.
tral of Rollins lately. Among those sent himself flowers for Easter —
goin' were Carole Austen and Barizen*lilies.
bara Roth to t h e Pelican, Nancy
Alpha Phi's last meeting saw the
tifpl,
Butts and Janet Hetzel to their
he Rollins College Chapter of election of Magnolia to president,
respective homes. Tee Stanley to Delta Chi is pleased to announce
Mona Lou Morris a s a combination
Daytona, and Billie Moore, Martha the pledging of Harold Betzold.
vice
president-treasurer,
and
Dalrymple and Carolyn Maass to
Over the spring "vacation" t h e Gloria Parker as secretary. During
Palm Beach. Those comin' were
members of the chapter were scat- vacation Claudia Hutcheson flew
Alice O'Neal's brother. Perry, who
tered far and wide.
Howland, to Washington to catch up on af160 Park Avenue
attends St. George's School in
Northrup, and Beard camped out fairs of the heart. Marilyn HoffRhode Island, Bee Godfrey's parthe St. John's River. Walt vis- man reported a good time with C.
ents, on their way home to Dayton,
J. and parents, and Mona returned
Ohio, from Miami, and a friend of ited Ginny near Tampa, Dave was
Those boys were big from Boston " U "
Sarasota visiting, you know who, sporting her Buddy's pin.
But you can't beat Tars with a bath-tub crew.
while Bert received his sunburn a t
A wonderful time was had by all
If they had trained on our tree-ripe juice
the Pelican and Ranny changed the Chi O's spring holidays. Zoe
SEE NEIGHBOR
colors in Daytona. The rest of this and Jimmi made their big splash in
They'd have more than singed ol' Rollins goose.
FOR ALL YOUR gang haven't talked yet. Hie!
Coral Gables, while Marie went sailPoor seniors, you're now on your last long mile
he Lambda Chi's spent a busy ing in the Atlantic. Mickey and
We are Photographers for your College Annual and
Come weep on our shoulders once in a while.
spring holiday. "Long John" and Terry spent their time in St. Pete.
our Studio is right here in Winter Park, 114A
Don went to Hobe Sound with Toni Bev B. was in F t . Lauderdale and
Our Gracie went through it — she'll offer you aid
Greeneda Court, Park Ave. S.
and Martha and came back with, Aggie, in Palm Beach. (From
She found a sweet comfort in our marmalade.
you guessed it, fish stories, and no whence, incidentally, she returned
Preserve those college days for years to come by
AT PEGRAM^S
fish. Fergie, t h e ex-prexie, spent with an S. P. E. pin.) A terrific
ROB

Climaxing spring holidays for the
Gamma Phi's came initiation. Alpha
Mu of Gamma Phi Beta is very
pleased to announce t h e initiation
of Libby Bull, Edna Baldwin, Alison
Cuninghame,
Carolyn
Hughes,
Vicki Jordis, Peg Lawwill, Majorie
Reese, and Anne Rupert. Sunday
night after hours we sipped cokes
and munched stale ginger snaps in
the lodge to celebrate out glad tidings.

HARPER'S

"Nothing Too Good For Our Customers"
539 W. FAIRBANKS AVENUE
WINTER PARK

OF INTEREST !

AUTOMOTIVE
NEEDS

getting an 8x10 of your sorority, fraternity, choir, etc.,
for only $1.00. You may phone your order, come by,
or ask anyone on the Sandspur staff. We make beautiful Portraits in our studio, and have a college special
for students only.

Grace Fulton

SHELL STATION
PARK & FAIRBANKS

For Spring Fantasy ,
Lovely gowns for that
special dance

For Every Occasion

MITZIE STUDIO
Phone 1147

Or Call and See Us

THE

WINTER LAND
CLEANERS
Phone 676-J

For Sale — 2 | x 3 i Speed Press Camera with Eastman Senior Flash Gun and Range Finder $100. Hurry.
Phone W.P. 1147

---^_^
^

Full length Formals
and
Ankle length Ballerina's

LOHR-LEA
Dress Shop
PHONE

Harold Flemming
FRUITS and GIFTS
— in the best taste

1021 Orange Ave.

Dry Cleaning
The Pantex Way

Is smarter than most girls and boys.
For Mom and dear Daddy she'll sell you some toys,
For Grandma shave lotion — for brother perfume,
She'll surely confuse you — but we'll have a boom.

PARK AVENUE

208 Park Ave., So.

Phone 209
WINTER PARK

i

